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  (3) Bathe in Beauty… 
Bruce Munro’s ethos is that you need to strike the right 
balance between decoration and functionality. � is is evident 
in his stunning designs, particularly in his design for this 
beautiful bathroom. By using a � bre optic ‘Bell’ chandelier, 
he created a stunning focal point as well as a source of so� , 
relaxing lighting. � e candles in the alcove continue the 
relaxing feel, while the spotlight above the shelving unit 
ensures that you can still see to grab the shampoo!

It may be dark and grey outside, 
but your home need not be…

The right lighting has the ability to transform your 
home and the way in which you use it; not only 
will it make sure that your home is practical and 

works best for you, but it can also make a room feel warm 
and cosy, or spacious and clean. Whether you are looking 
for something classic or contemporary; an opulent 
chandelier or an eco-friendly alternative, we have looked 
at the latest in lighting design to bring you some of the 
best designs and products available.

HOME & GARDEN

inspired living
  (1) Starry Skies…

Light IQ used hundreds of small � bre optic stands to create this dazzling 
starry sky e� ect, adding an enchanted feel to this home cinema. By se� ing 
them into the ceiling, they sparkle when the light is turned on but are not 
noticeable when the light is o� , making this a great addition to any home. A 
starry sky of this size will cost in the region of £3,000, but the price will vary 
with the size of the installation. For more information contact Light IQ on 
0208 749 1900 or visit www.lightiq.com. 

 

 (2) Bright Beams… 
In this home in Portugal, Bruce Munro has used Linear Xenon strip lights, 
which have been recessed into an oak trough to create an indirect lighting 
e� ect along the beams. � e use of recessed spotlights under the mezzanine 
creates a brighter area, for activities such as reading. For more information 
call 01985 845 228 or visit www.brucemunro.co.uk. 
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01749 344 015 
www.mendipfi replaces.co.uk

BURN LOGS IN 
BRISTOL

Fully approved 
woodburning stoves & 
insert for smoke controlled 
areas. Mendip fi replaces 
offer a full range of:

Multi-fuel stoves• 
Jetmaster’s• 
Gas fi res• 
ESSE range Cookers• 
Fire surrounds• 
Chimneys• 
Flue Liners• 
Bird guards• 
Accessories• 

Mendip Fireplaces
(Somerset) Ltd

14/15 Waterloo Street, Clifton, Bristol, BS8 4BT 
T: 01179 734664

14/15 Waterloo Street Clifton

2008 COLLECTION 
NOW ARRIVING

    (4) Stunning Centrepieces… 
CTO lighting have used their ‘Glint’ pendant light to create an 
eye-catching focal point in this Knightsbridge apartment. The 
cut-glass pendants in bronze, smoke and clear create a sculptural 
form, which is both functional and beautiful. The ‘Glint’ 
pendant light is available with either a chocolate brown or white 
silk shade, priced from £1,370. 

For more information contact CTO Lighting on 
0207 686 8700 or visit www.cto-lighting.co.uk. 
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Willway Street, Bedminster, Bristol  BS3 4AZ | Tel: 0117 966 9253
Open: Mon, Tues, Wed & Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm  | Thurs & Fri until 8pm  | Sunday Closed

www.parkfurnishers.co.uk

ESTABLISHED 1967

SOFAS & CHAIRS | DINING FURNITURE | BEDS & BEDROOMS | FITTED KITCHENS | FLOORING CENTRE

FREE
PARKING & 
DELIVERY*

*within a 25 mile radius

Make a reason to go...

With the new Nicoline sofa collection the stylistic strength of Italian design
inspires a new concept in relaxation, where a place of desire becomes a reality. 

A refined combination of shapes and materials creates furnishing styles for 
the modern home. 

Sale
Now On

Huge Savings across the whole of
Bristol’s Largest Furniture Store
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Real Price Promise…
We try very hard to ensure that our 

prices are the lowest, but if you find any
item cheaper elsewhere, tell us and we
will match the lower price plus give you

an extra 2.5% discount.

Nicoline
Classic Italian styling
NEW 2008 COLLECTION

15% off RRP
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  (1) Let the Sunshine in… 
Solatube’s tubular daylight system is an ingenious alternative to arti� cial lighting. 
Using advanced technology, it captures daylight from the roo� op and pipes it 
through highly re� ective tubing into your home. � ere are no running costs and 
no maintenance, making this the most energy e�  cient and cost e� ective form of 
lighting there is. � e system also � lters out UV rays, so there will be no damage to 
your skin or furniture! For more information contact SolaLighting Ltd on 
0845 458 0101 or visit www.solalighting.co.uk. Prices start at £195. 

(2) Classic and Chic…
� e Chelsea table lamp by � e English Lamp Company is a perfect example of fail-safe 
classic design. � is solid brass lamp will never go out of fashion and will be pride of place 
in your home for many years. � e Chelsea, pictured here with a burgundy shade, is priced 
from £95 and is also available with a white shade. To order online visit 
www.englishlampcompany.com. 

(3) Eye-Catching 
Glamour…  

� e eye-catching Christalle 
chandelier by � e French 
Bedroom Company will add 
an opulent, glamorous feel to 
your home. � e beaded arms 
and glass drops will catch the 
light and sparkle seductively 
over the room below, making an 
elegant statement. It costs £180 
and is available from � e French 
Bedroom Company, 
0207 328 9414.

  (4) Exciting and 
Energy Effi cient… 
When the Scandic Crown Hotel in 
Oslo contacted Greenled for an energy 
e�  cient lighting solution, Greenled 
replaced the recessed spotlights with 
their Zeta lights. � is created a dramatic 
and contemporary e� ect which uses 
less than 10% of the energy that they 
consumed previously. � e high-
performance, low maintenance LED 
lighting produces minimal heat, saving 
90% more energy than halogen bulbs 
and lasting 25 times longer. For more 
information call 01666 502 070 or visit 
www.greenled.co.uk.
 

  (5) Quirky Designs…
Not only does this rare and quirky stag 

lamp look like an expensive antique, but 
it also makes an eye-catching centre piece 

for your bedside table or desk. It is available 
from � e French Bedroom Company, 0207 

328 9414, wwwfrenchbedroomcompany.
co.uk) and costs £140.
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  (1) Show-Stopping Style… 
The Ether ceiling light provides a dramatic and stylish lighting solution for larger 
rooms, using individually hand blown Pyrex glass bubbles to reflect the colour 
changing LED lights throughout the room. Available in three sizes from 90 - 150cm, 
but can be extended to up to 3m (pictured). Prices start at £2,500. Available from 
Inspired by Design, 0207 127 0053, www.inspired-by-design.co.uk. 

(2) Art Deco Elegance…
The striking art-deco design of the Lexington lamp is sure to get plenty of attention. 
Shades can be made to order from any card, silk or material of your choice, making this 
a truly unique purchase. The lamp costs £695 without a shade, which will cost from 
£34.50. We have featured the base in wood and white gold, although it can be made in 
any metal finish. Available from Besselink & Jones, www.besselink.com, or call 
0207 351 4669 for stockist details.

(3) A Colour Injection…
Shades are a fantastic way of adding a splash of colour to a room, especially as they can 
easily be changed. This striking light will add drama and opulence to the most neutral 
of colour schemes. Featuring a silky shade and crystal droplets, it is also available in 
black and silver. Available from Taylor's Etc, 143 Colchester Avenue, Cardiff, 
0292 035 8400, it can also be ordered online at www.taylorsetc.co.uk, priced £58.75.

(4) Contemporary Living…
Natuzzi’s Jaba lamp’s sleek design makes this a stylish addition to any 
room. The leather frame is embossed with a crocodile skin motif for extra 
luxury, whilst the metal base adds a functional, modern twist. Pictured 
here in nickel with black leather, it is also available in a glossy chrome 
finish with brown leather. Available from House of Fraser, The Horsefair, 
Bristol, 0870 160 7228 priced £480.

(5) Extra Sensory Perception…  

The ultimate in modern style and convenience, the In. Grid VIP block light 
uses touch-sensors instead of a switch. Simply touch it gently and it will 
switch on or off, or hold for longer and will get brighter or dimmer, making it 
a perfect bedside light. Made from stainless steel and Perspex, it is available in 
polished steel, black or red and can be ordered online at 
www.within4walls.co.uk, priced £229.
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